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Upcoming Events…
SHAPE 5K
• May

3rd
AM
• Cost is $5.00
Livingston County Campus
Registration due April 18th
to Alise Rounsville
• 9:00

I Love My Park Day
• Letchworth State Park
• May 3rd
• Visit www.ptny.org/

ilovemypark/ for more
information
Strollin’ for the Colon
• May 10th
• 10:00 AM
• Cost is $25.00
• Geneseo, NY (Cottone

Auction House)
Registration due May 9th

MEDVED Lilac 10K and
5K Family Fun Run
• Sunday

May 18, 2014
at Highland Park,
Rochester, NY
• 5K Family Fun Run
starts at 8 am
• 10K Race starts at 9
am
www.medvedrunwalk.com
for more information

Don’t Let Allergies Get in Your Way!
Spring's buds and blooms are a sure sign that winter is over and, for
many, that seasonal allergies are on their way. Medicine may help
keep your allergies in check, but you can minimize your need for
these drugs by learning how to avoid allergy triggers such as pollen
and mold.
You can't avoid allergens altogether. But by taking a few steps,
you may be able to welcome spring with a smile!
•
Hot, dry, and windy days are peak allergy days. Try to plan
outdoor activities when it’s cooler and less windy. After a rain is a
good time to go outside.
•
Pollen counts are highest in the morning, so plan outdoor
activities for later in the day.
•
If you must mow the lawn, use a mask and protective glasses.
You can choose a simple disposable paper mask, or for tougher
allergies, a ''respirator mask'' with a HEPA filter.
•
Toss your clothes in the washer and take a shower after you come
in from outdoor activities, especially when you’ve been working in
the yard.
Pets, kids, and even your shoes can bring pollen inside your
house. Carpet and drapes can also trap pollen. Try these tips to limit
exposure:
•
Keep your windows closed and run the air conditioning.
•
Use a vacuum with double-bagging, or a HEPA filter. If cleaning
stirs up your allergies, try wearing an allergy mask like the kind
you might use outside.
•
It sounds tempting, but don't hang sheets and clothes on the line
to dry in the fresh spring air. You’ll be bringing all those outdoor
allergens inside with you.
•
Cut back on the carpeting and drapes. Consider tile and
hardwood, and shutters and blinds instead.
•
Take off your shoes right outside the door, before coming inside.
Or at least wipe them well on an outdoor mat.

Healthful Humor:
The big problem with “fast” food is that it slows down when it
hits your stomach and it just parks there ---lets the fat have
time to get off and apply for citizenship!
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What gets you pumped?
I’ll admit it: I’m an experienced middle-ager – yes, I was
a “late Boomer.” My teen years were in the late ‘70s and early
‘80s when music was still rock, before the pretty boy bands and
lip sync wonders that followed; when men were still men, even if
their hair looked remarkably like a Charlie’s Angel. (The original
Charlie’s Angels, for those of you old enough to remember.)
When I work out, I get pumped with the best music ever. I
know we all think the music from our youths was the best, but only
those of my generation are right! When I’m struggling to keep up the
workout pace, there’s nothing like a little Led Zeppellin, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, or the Stones. Here are a few of my favorites:
Gimme Shelter, The Rolling Stones
I Love Rock and Roll, Joan Jett and the Blackhearts
Immigrant Song, Led Zeppelin
Rock You Like a Hurricane, Scorpions
Sweet Home Alabama, Lynyrd Skynyrd
You Shook Me All Night Long, AC/DC
If you want to challenge me with a play list from your era, bring it
on! Any other late Boomers who want to support my case, send in your
play lists too. We’ll publish highlights in the next newsletter. Send your
lists to Yvonne Oliver at the Department of Health.
-Anonymous

Stress Management Webinars
Webinar Name: Transforming Stress
Webinar Length: 6-7 minutes
Description: Talks about how our hearts are affected by the electro-magnetic fields all around us. Also, how emotional
energy is transmitted, and how our fast-paced world / technology contributes to increased stress. Gives tangible
techniques to reduce stress.
Webinar Link: http://www.heartmath.com/webinars/transforming-stress-webinar-form.html
Webinar Name: Stress Management (Part I and II)
Webinar Length: Approximately 5 minutes for each
Description: Part I talks about stress symptoms; the different stages of stress; and causes of stress. Part II discusses
techniques for reducing stress (i.e., journaling).
Webinar Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMRGJJOLSS4 (Part 1)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIULJGBpRPc (Part 2)
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Wayne Hanley, Care Manager for Mental Health, as his
drawing was selected for this year’s 5K T-shirt design!

May Is Mental Health Month
Tips to enhance your pathway to wellness

❛
❛

Did you know that connecting with others could help you enjoy the times when you are alone?

❛

Helping others may help you experience less depression.

Creating joy and satisfaction can be easy with little things like making a meal while listening
to your favorite music, or taking a few minutes to enjoy the nature around you.

For more information on Mental Health, contact Livingston County Mental Health Services at 2437250 or www.livingstoncounty.us
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Accomplishment Corner

A picture of health is what you think of when you meet Cathy Gilbert of the Treasurer’s
Office. She is petite and energetic. Cathy participates in the government center Zumba
class twice a week, lifts weights, walks, etc. But…
My name is Cathy Gilbert, I work in the Livingston County Treasurer’s office. On January 7th I
turned 57. Three months before, on Sunday October 6, 2013 I had a heart attack. I was doing my
regular routine of exercising on my treadmill and lifting weights, but I didn’t realize what was
happening.
I need to back up just a bit to say that on Saturday morning, I noticed both of my arms seemed weak
and I had trouble lifting my 5 lb. weights while doing a fast walk on my treadmill. I also experienced
some discomfort while breathing. So on Sunday morning, I reduced the fast walk to a slower pace
and used only 1 lb. weights. (I continued my exercise routine because 2 days before, I began taking a
higher dose of my high blood pressure medication per my doctor’s advise, so I though it was just an
adverse reaction to the increased dosage.)
Even with the reduction on my treadmill and using only 1 lb. weights, my arms were still weak – it
took considerable effort to lift the 1 lb. weights. While on my treadmill, the discomfort in breathing
became extreme and was hurting, even though I could still breath. I remember thinking at the time,
if I were asked; on a scale of 1-10, the discomfort (not really pain) is definitely a 10. Then I felt a
hurting sensation and compression in the upper middle of my chest (This is how I describe it because
it wasn’t actually pain). I was becoming alarmed and immediately got off the treadmill. My
experience lasted about 30 minutes. I rested for a while afterward, but it left me not feeling well
overall. A few hours later, I felt the room begin to close in on me and I thought I was going to pass
out, and I broke out in a sweat. This lasted about another 20 – 30 minutes. Then it passed.
I called my doctor’s office the next morning and spoke with a nurse about what happened over the
weekend. My doctor ordered blood work immediately and performed an EKG – both results showed
that I had indeed had a heart attack. I was transferred by ambulance to Strong Hospital for further
testing – I had 2 arteries 99% blocked which a surgeon opened by inserting a stent in each artery.
While I was in the hospital, the Director of Cardiology came into my room to ask if I would agree to
speak to a group of doctors about my experience. He explained that it would further their education
about the different symptoms between men and women and help doctors in their continued efforts to
recognize heart problems in women. So they all filed into my room and listened patiently as I told
them my story. I also gave extra blood at the end of my stay to be used to further advance the use of
stents.
I’m happy to say that I feel great and I’m back to my regular exercise program and Zumba. My
Cardiologist has informed me that my EKG is returning to normal and my heart is functioning at full
capacity. What I learned is this, talk to your doctor immediately with a concern even when your
symptoms pass, listen to your doctor and always take your medication(s).

Please send your newsletter contributions to Yvonne Oliver at yoliver@co.livingston.ny.us
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